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 1.  

Linda: Excuse me, how can I get to the __________?

Candy: ____________?

Linda: Yes, ____________.

Candy: Well, go straight ahead. Turn left. It is on your right.

Linda: Thanks a lot.

Candy: You are welcome.

Read the dialogue. Which of the following can complete the blanks?

A) Post offıce 

B) Bookshop 

C) Hospıtal                           

D) Cinema

2.     

       According to the map,which of the following question  has an answer?

A) Who is in the supermarket?

B) How can John go to theatre?

C) When is John at the swimming pool?

D) Where is the restaurant?
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 3.    

       Which of the following is CORRECT?

A) She gets on the bus at ten to twelve.

B) She does her homework at half past eleven.

C) She gets up at quarter to eleven.

D) She has lunch at ten to twelve.

Hello I’m Ted.I get up at seven 
o’clock.I have always breakfast.I go to 
school by bus.I have lunch at the school 
canteen.I attend chess club at the 
weekends.

4.  

       Which of the following question does NOT have an answer?

A) What time does he get up?

B) How does he go to school?

C) How often does he have breakfast?

D) Why does he go to chess club?
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5.   Tom  : - - - - - - ?
      Jane : Yes, there is one next to park
      Which of the following question does complete  the blank in the dialogue?

A) Is there a school around here ? 

B) How old are your brother?

C) What is his father job?

D) When is birthday party?

 Britney Roy       Linda

6.    

       Where is Britney ? 
       Britney  is - - - - - - Roy and Linda.

       Which of the following does complete the blank in the dialogue?

       A) between             B) above                    C) under             D) over 

   
7.

       Where is the your house?
       My house is - - - - - -  the mountain.
        A) opposite           B) behind         C) on the right          D) in front of 
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A: Excuse me, where is the library ?
B: - - - - - .
A) It is in front of the zoo.
B) It is on Bağdat  Street.
C) It is opposite the bus station.
D) It is  next to the cinema.

8.    Student A: - - - - can I - - - - - from this resturant to the supermarket?
       Student B: Go along Rose Street , turn left in Flower Street .
       which of the following does complete the blanks in the dialogue?

        A) How / get                                 B) When / have 
        C) What / has                               D) How / do 
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11.  

       According to the map which one is CORRECT?

A) The amusement park is behind the bank.

B) The museum is opposite the bookstore.

C) The shoe shop is behind the Mexican restaurant.

D) The pharmacy is between the bank and Mexican restaurant.

Wall Street

Bookstore
Pharmacy

Mexican
Restaurant Shoe

Shop

Amusement
      Park

BankMuseum

1. A  2. B  3. D 4. D  5. A   6. A  7. D 8. A  9. C 10. C 11. B
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10.      I.    A: Where is the cinema?
                 B: it is between the park and the cafe.
           II.   A: Excuse me! Is there a park near here?
                 B: No, there isn’t It is far from here.
           III.  A: How can I get to the hospital?
                 B: It is on wall street.
           IV:  A: Where are you now?
                 B: I am at the bus station.
         Which question does NOT have a correct answer?

A)  I                    B) IV                    C) III                    D) II


